TURNING CONCRETE INTO A WORK OF ART

Enter the new world of concrete. Concrete is no longer plain grey broom finish or a fancy exposed aggregate finish. You can colour and stamp concrete
in unlimited number of ways both new concrete surfaces or enhance old existing concrete. You can apply these techniques both outdoors on your
driveways patios or walks as well as in your basement or even in your kitchen and living areas.
STAMPED CONCRETE

ACID STAINING

SPEC-DECK

Normally used when pouring new concrete, but
can also be a topping used indoors such as
Polytop. Typically the concrete is coloured and
poured in place. After the concrete semi-sets a
colour release agent is sprinkled on the surface
and then a texture mat is used to imprint a pattern
into the semi-hard concrete. After the concrete
sets the excess release is washed off revelling a
two tone coloured concrete textured surface.

Acid Staining is a treatment used on existing
concrete to colour concrete providing an uneven,
mottled variegated and/or translucent colour effects
that are unique to each concrete surface. The results
are similar to the natural shading of stone. Each job
is unique and becomes a work of art.

Spec-Deck is an attractive and proven method
for resurfacing or refinishing old existing
concrete areas into exciting new looking surfaces.
Spec-Deck can be applied in one or a combination
of colours, smooth or textured, with an unlimited
number of custom patterns onto your driveways,
side walks, patios, basements and even retail floor
areas.
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